
Legislation Committee enquiry into the Guardianship a
Administration Amendment (Medical Research)Act 2020.

Submission from Ms ,udy Allen and Dr Felicity F1ack

I. Terms of Reforence

The Committee is to inquire into the Bill and the amendments made to the Guardianship and
Administration Act 1990 by the Guardianship and Administration Amendment (Medical Research) Act
2020.

2. Introduction

As Chairs of Human Research Ethics Committees we were happy to hear that amendments to the
Guordronship und Administrotion Act 1990 had finally been enacted to enable substitute decision

making for participation in research, This is an important measure to support the exercise of legal
capacity and respect the rights, will and preferences of people with disabilities (United Not, bns
Convention on the Rights of Persons with DJ^obilities), However, we are concerned that the provisions
will have some unintended impacts and we are unclear as to how some of the provisions should be
interpreted.
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3. The Exclusion of Research Involving the Analysis of Data - s3AA(3)
The definition of medical research in the Guardianship and Administration Amendment (Medical
Research) Act 2020 53AA explicitly includes the use of data for research.

(1) For the purposes of this Act, meditol reseorch -

(0) me ons research conduded with or obout in ofviduols, or their doto or tissue, in the
field of medic^^e or bedlth, . ond

(b) includes on octivity undertaken for the purposes of thot reseorch.

121 Without limiting subsection (1), medical research includes the following -
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in collecting, us^^g or di^closing informot, bn, including personol Ihformotion;

Despite this definition the Act then goes on to say

(3) Despite subsections (1) ond 121, medical reseorch does not include -

(0) reseorch conducted about individuols, or their doto or tissue, in the field of
medicine or he @1th thot



fry only involves origlysing doto about the ind, Viduols, . grid

fin does not result Ih the disclosure or pub"cotton of personol Ihformot, bn, .

This wording is confusing and the intent of clause (3) is riot clear,

3.1. Interpretation
a) The meaning of 'only involves analysing data about the individuals' in clause 3(i) is unclear,

Does this mean the whole project only involves analysing data or does it apply to research
where one cohort of the project are only participating through analysis of their data? An
example may help to explain the issue. It is common to see projects where one cohortis asked
to participate in an intervention and there is a second cohort whose only participation is the
analysis of their data. Is this research that 'only involves analysing data about the individuals'?
There are three possibilities:

. The project is not one that 'only involves analysing data about the individuals' so the
exclusion does not apply. A research decision maker could then consent to the
candidate participating in the data analysis cohort as well as the intervention cohort.

. The project is one that 'only involves analysing data about the individuals' in which
case the exclusion does apply, A research decision maker could not give consent to a
candidate participating in either arm of the study.

o The data analysis arm of the study is research that 'only involves analysing data about
the individuals' and the exclusion applies to that arm of the study. A research decision
maker could riot give consent forthe candidate to participate in the data analysis arm
of the study but could give consent to the candidate participating in the intervention
arm of the study. This would seem to be the most logical outcome, but it is not at all
clear that this is the way the provision should be interpreted.

by In clause 3(Ii) it is riot clear to whom the personal information need be disclosed to bring it
outside the criteria? Does it refer to disclosure of personal information to members of the
research team, disclosure outside of the research team or both? Many medical research
projects that only involve data analysis about people do involve the disclosure of personal
information to at least one member of the research team, for example during extraction of
data from clinical records, or to a data linkage unit. If it is interpreted to include disclosure to
the research team or to a data linkage unit, then this criteria for exclusion will rarely be
satisfied,

3.2. Intent and effect
If the exclusion in 53AA applies, then a research decision maker is riot able to make a research decision
for the candidate. The substitute decision making regime does not apply and the law remains
unchanged. There will be no other substitute decision unless a guardian, with appropriate powers, has
been appointed by the State Administrative Tribunal.

The effect of the exclusion is that where the research 'only involves analysing data about the
individuals' then researchers will need to seek a waiver of consent for participants without the
capacity to provide consent. Is this what was intended by the amendment? If so, we consider it is ill
advised.

The data can be released for research without consent under the Health Services Act 2016 5216

provided it complies with the Health Services (Information) Regulations 2017, These require, amongst
other things, that it is impracticable to obtain consent and that the research is approved by an HREC.



The HRECis required to consider a number of different matters in approving a waiver of consent and
that approval may or may riot be forthcoming.

It should also be rioted that by excluding this category of research from the substituted decision-
making provisions the Act ensures that it will never be possible or practicable to obtain consent for
the person who cannot decide for themselves. This would be the case even if there were only 10 such
participants and they were all known to the researcher. This does riot seem to be a sensible outcome.

We can see no reason why this kind of research should be excluded from the provisions. Why are
participants in this kind of research treated differently and denied the opportunity for someone to
speak forthem, This appears to be inconsistent with the obligations under United Notions Convention
on the R, ^hts of Persons with 0150b, 11t, ^s to ensure that 'measures relating to the exercise of legal
capacity respect the rights, will and preferences of the person. '

If the intention is to avoid the need to seek consent for people who cannot make decisions for
themselves in this kind of research, then we have two observations.

Consent will still be needed forthe participants who are competent,
A waiver of consent can be sought where consent is impracticable,

We strongly oppose excluding research that 'only involves analysing data about the individuals. '

4. The Role of the Independent Medical Practitioner
The amendments adopt a very medicalised model that gives a dominant role to the independent
medical practitioner and minimizes the role of the research decision maker. The intention may be to
provide protection to the research candidate however the overallimpact is to provide verylittle scope
for the views of the research decision maker who represents the research candidate,

There are two ways in which this occurs that concern us. First, the language adopted and second, the
scope of the independent medical practitioner's role.

4.1. 'determination'

The amendments require the independent medical practitioner to make a 'determination. ' The

research decision maker must not consent unless the research decision maker 'determines having
regard to the independent medical practitioner's determination'

The noun 'determination' is generally understood to mean a decision. Cambridge dictionary defines
determination as the process of controlling, influencing or deciding something. ' This reflects the
definition of determination in relation to the SAT in 53 of the Act.

If a decision has been made, then it leaves no room for the research decision maker. It is not clear

whether the research decision maker can make a decision that is different to the independent medical
practitioner's decision or whether they must concur.

This language is used in relation to both the risks and the best interests. As we indicate below, we are
of the opinion that the independent medical practitioner is riot the appropriate person to consider all
of these matters. In our opinion a distinction should be made between:



a) Those matters that the independent medical practitioner should decide e. g. likely
competence in the timeframe.

by Those matters where the opinion of the independent medical practitioner is relevant. This
should be described as an bpinion' rather than a 'determination'.

c) Those matters where the consideration of the research decision maker should be
unfettered, and the view of the independent medical practitioner is riot relevant.

4.2. The scope of the independent medical practitioner's role
The independent medical practitioner is currently required to make determination on three matters.

a) Whether the candidate is likely to be able to make reasonably decisions within time frame
for research approved by the HREC - SILOZR(INC), 110ZS(I)(g)

This determination requires expertise and it is appropriate that it be determined by a medical
practitioner and that this determination be a pre-requisite for a decision by research decision
maker.

by Best Interests - 5110ZR(2)(b)) & (3)(a), ILOZS(L)(h), norU

Where a research decision maker is available to make a substitute decision then it is the role

of that decision maker to assess the best interests of the candidate and make a decision. That

decision should riot be fettered in any way. The independent medical practitioner should riot
be making a determination on best interests when a research decision maker is available. The
research decision maker is selected because they are assumed to be the best person to know
the wishes of the candidate and to assess their best interests. It may be appropriate forthe
research decision maker to be given advice on the matters in SILOZU(b), (c) and (d) by an
independent medical practitioner, at least in relation to medical risks and consequences, This
should be described as an opinion.

Where section 110ZS applies and it is urgent medical research then the independent medical
practitioner is the best person available to make a best interests decision, In these

circumstances the independent medical practitioner must do the best they can and make a
determination even though they are unlikely to know the wishes of the candidate.

c) Risks - SILOZR (2)(c) & (3)(b), 110ZS(Liti), 110ZW

The independent medical practitioner is required to provide a determination on the
comparative risks of participation or riot. These provisions appear to be drafted with only
clinical research and medical risks in mind, However, the definition of research is much
broader than clinical research and the risks that may be involved are broader than clinical
risks, A decision maker is required to take into account all risks including psychological,
cultural and social risks, Some of these matters may riot be within the expertise or knowledge
of an independent medical practitioner, The role of the independent medical practitioner
should be confined to medical risks.

4.3. The definition of the independent medical practitioner
The independent medical practitioner should be independent of the research, the candidate and the
researchers. The definition ISI, .OZO) currently excludes someone connected to the research and
someone with a personal connection to the candidate, It should also exclude someone with a personal
connection to the researchers,



5. Lead Researcher
The amendment to the Act defines 'lead researcher' (511.0ZO), as a medical practitioner 'who has sole
orjoint overall responsibility for the conduct of the research. ' This is a further indication that the
drafting of the amendments was focussed on clinical research and it gives an additional dominant role
for medical practitioners in research involving people without the capacity to provide consent.
However, the definition of medical research is broad and includes research which is not clinical

research and does not require medical expertise. There is no clear rationale forthe need for a medical
practitioner to lead a research team when they do not have the relevant skills and expertise e. g.
nursing and allied health research. The responsibility given to the lead researcher for example in
SILOZR(7) does not require medical expertise. The addition of a person to a research team just
because they have a medical degree and riot because they have the necessary skills and expertise to
conduct the research will do nothing to protect the interests of the participants. It will, however, assist
in building the careers of medical practitioners who will be able to take credit for research that they
did not and could not contribute to.
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